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You are here: Home » Tactics Guide » Player Roles &amp; Position Pages (1 of 5): 1 2345Other page » Player roles and duties act as tactical instruction templates for your players by automatically giving them player instructions. Different player roles can be assigned and each role can be used with one or more player positions. The player's position to
avoid a higher risk of reducing the risk is: Attack Support Defend/Stopper/Cover The Support Duty provides a balance between the Attack and Defend duties. Stopper and cover duties can only be used for players who occupy the number of cards playing the end. In addition, some roles may use automatic duty. Automatic duty basically acts as an attacking
duty when used to more attacking team mentality and defend duty when using a more defensive team mentality. Each player's role and/or combination of duties in each of the main areas of position (goalkeeper, central defence, central midfield, flanks and central attack) is analysed separately below. UI: Tactics &gt; Overview tab Forming graphic Allows you
to determine player roles and positions, and select players to assign them using two drop-down menus on each game position icon. Select the top drop-down menu to determine the player's role and player's responsibility for the game position. Select the bottom drop-down menu to select a player who can hold a position, role, and duty. The role of ability to
star ratings gives your assistant manager an opinion on each player's ability to play a role and position (a combination of his current ability and the suitability of his playing attributes for the role/position). You can also evaluate a player's suitability for the role/duty yourself by going to your profile and selecting a role/duty that will highlight the right attributes. In
addition, you can check its features on the right side of your profile, any one that may be appropriate or inappropriate role/duty. Tactics &gt; Player tab Provides an alternative user interface to determine player roles and positions. Explanation of analysis: Description of the game – description of the role /position as specified in the game. Player instructions –
Player instructions given by the role/duty. Most of them appear in the game (select the appropriate game orientation icon and click the Edit/Add button in the upper-right corner of the screen), but some roles/positions are provided with hidden player instructions. Additional features of the player are player traits that make the player more inclined to follow the
player's instructions for the role/position. Contrasting features of players are player traits that make the player less inclined to follow the role/position of the player's instructions Natural styles of play – the main styles of the game, most suitable for the role/duty, taking into account the number of instructions given by the player, which is given by the role/duty
that is suitable for each style of play. Attackers are attacking football. Defensive is defensive football. Direct performances. Short performances. Aggressive – aggressive defense. Careful – careful defending. Pretty - the most suitable indicated style of play, but any a little that is also reasonably suitable for contrasting game styles. Very - most suitable for the
specified style of play to a large extent, so not very suitable for contrasting game styles. Very - on a very but even larger scale. A special analysis is any more specific advice related to the player's movement, which is indicated by the role/duty, and any additional tactical theory specific to the role/duty. Position position position is a position that the role/duty
instructs the player to perform or contribute to, together with the relevant instructions given by the player for the role and/or duty. Position location duties are tasks that should be performed in each positioning area. The level of speciality of responsibility is how much responsibility the player carries. This is based on his player's instructions. Due to the higher
level of speciality, in some cases it is advisable how to counterbalance a player with one or two other players who perform the opposite responsibility. The level of responsibility focus is how much the player's duty is consistent with the responsibility. Defend and attack duties give the player a mixture of higher and lower target levels. Support responsibilities
give the player a universal level of focus (in most cases). A higher level of focus means that the player takes responsibility more directly. A lower focus level means that the player assumes responsibility in a less direct way (and therefore is not necessarily a bad thing). The universal focus level is a balance between the two and means that the player can
exercise responsibility in a more balanced way and can fundamentally change the higher focus level and lower focus level when needed. Direct instructions – instructions given by the player according to the role / duty directly related to the exercise of liability. Indirect instructions are other instructions provided by the player in the role/duty that can help you
perform the responsibility. Atypical instructions are instructions given by a player in accordance with a role/duty that may interfere with the performance of the liability. More information: The following analyzes all player roles and positions that can be used in the goalkeeper's playing field. Game Description: The goalkeeper's role is focused on protecting your
goal and making saves from shots and crosses. He is the last line of defense and is relied on to help the team keep clean sheets. The goalkeeper can distribute the ball in different ways. He can pass him short to his defenders, try to play out of defense, or he can play longer passes toward the target man or a wide player. Detailed Analysis goalkeeper (G) -
GK defend instructionsNee Natural play stylesCoreAttackingDefensive BalancedBalancedBalanced Game Description: Sweeper Keeper seeks to perform two roles, those standard goalie and outfield sweeper. Along with standard precision duties he will wipe the balls against and wide fine And start fighting attacking moves with direct over balls to breaking
players. The sweeper keeper will be much more cautious, but still play counter-attacking balls when they are. The sweeper keeper will be homeless just outside the penalty box and appears to play counter-attacking passes. Sweeper Keeper will travel some distance outside his area and would gladly pass with the ball to his feet. Player Instructions Support
and Attack Duty - Take More Risk Attack Duty - Dribble More Hidden Player Instructions: Hurry Up, use more creative freedom detailed analysis sweeper keeper (SK) - GK Defend instructionsHidden instructions: hurry up, use more creative freedom natural play styleCoreAttackingDefensive Pretty attackingLight short aggressive attacking football (2): rush,
use more creative freedom short plays (1): use more creative freedom More aggressive spasms (1) : fly out Specific analysisThis role of rushing can be especially useful when using a higher defensive line Sweeper Keeper (SK) - GK support instructions Take more risk Hidden instructions: hurry up more, use more creative freedom natural play
styleCoreAttackingDefensive AttackingA shortLightly aggressive Attacking football (3): Take more risk, hurry up, use more creative freedom Short plays (2): Take more risk, use more creative freedom aggressive pressing (1) : fly out Specific analysisThis role in a hurry can be especially useful when using higher defensive line Sweeper Keeper (SK) - GK
Attack InstructionsTake More Risks, Dribble More Hidden Instructions: Hurry Up More, use more creative freedom natural play stylesCoreAttackingDefensive Very attackingBlight fastAttacks attacking football (4): Take more risk, dribble More, hurry up, use more creative freedom direct plays (1): Dribble More Short plays (2) : Take more risk, use more creative
freedom aggressive pressing (1): rush specific analysisThis role rushing can be especially useful when you use a larger defensive line copyright protected digiprove © 2020All rights reserved Original content is published here under the following license terms: X License Type: Read OnlyLicense Abstract: You can read the original content in the context in
which it is posted (at this internet address). Copying or use of any other copying or use shall not be permitted without the written consent of the author. Pages ( 1 of 5): 1 2345Next page » Error: Sponsors Categories Drills Features Different Players Position Tips Links Attacking midfielders (AM, CAM or AMF) are often play-makers team. This role shares
many attributes with the defensive midfielder, but these players are generally not known for their defensive capabilities, so they usually play alongside the defensive midfielder. In this post we discuss the skills you have to become very attacking The main feature of the best attacking midfielder is that they are dangerous and unpredictable. Unpredictable. this
requires a technical ities. Maradona, Zidane and Johan Cruyf, mentioning some, had an unrivalled technique that allowed them to change games instantly. Technique does not mean juggling the ball a thousand times or mastering fancy tricks. Having these skills helps but won't make you a good footballer. How many freestyles do you know to play at the
highest professional level? A player with good technique can master the skills that are needed on game day. A good attacking midfielder can dribble opponents at speed while keeping the ball under careful control. They can also set a team goal with a simple touch of the ball. Zinedine Zidane was in the league on his own when he came into the technique.
This video is a wonderful example of what this game legend was able to do at the highest level of professional football. Defensive safety must have high passing accuracy. They can achieve this by keeping them going simple and short. On the other hand, the attacking midfielder must be accurate and have a greater repertoire of passing methods. Wide
passing allows these players to always give a pass when the situation requires. They can produce killer passes that set their team's goal. This is why the best attacking midfielders often top the charts to help their leagues. For example, Ryan Giggs and Cesc Fàbregas top all-time assists in the English Premier League. Sometimes help can be more beautiful
than a goal. Another clip proves it. Reading the game is one of the most important qualities of attacking midfielders. They are the brains of the team and most of the attacks are orchestrated by them. It is not only very important for players to understand and recognize all the different situations before they even happen, but also responsible for walking the
game. Players with high football IQ are also aware of their surroundings. Awareness is spotting opponents closing or being able to recognize teams making a great run while dribbling with the ball. To achieve this, the best footballers play with their head in place of both teams and opponents all the time. This allows attacking midfielders to make faster and
better decisions when they actually get the ball. Kevin De Bruyne is a modern example of a high football IQ. The video below details his game, especially his awareness and decision-making skills. Positioning is another attribute shared with defensive safety. A good attacking midfielder is always in the right place at the right time. They achieve this thanks to
their football IQ. Attacking midfielders find pockets of space to be dangerous and effective. They themselves are always available for moving around frequently and surveying the area every few seconds to find the space they need to run into. In this way they can get into space quickly, get the ball and appeal to the opposition. The next video analyses the
positioning and movement professional players. He's not focused on attacking midfielders, but quite a few examples of video are. Good attacking midfielders can end up and are often top scorers for your team. These players have an exceptional technique to finish from a short distance. However, given their position in this area, they score many of their goals
from medium and long distances, often from impossible angles. Because of their great shooting technique, many attacking midfielders are responsible for executing free kicks and penalties. This is part of the reason why they regularly top goal rushing charts. Diego Maradona is an example of a top striker midfielder. Between 1987 and 1988, he was the tallest
Serie A manager with 15 goals and was napoli's all-time leading goalkeeper with 115 goals until Marek Hamšíko broke his record in 2017. He is still one of the best scorers for Argentina (5 behind Hernan Crespo). The video below showcases a variety of shoots on purpose during his career. If you're thinking of becoming an attacking midfielder or coaching
looking for one, the above characteristic is a good place to start, but there are more things you'd have been looking for. Attacking midfielders that combine these skills to make champions otherwise average teams. What do you think makes a great attacking midfielder? We'd love to know. Leave your comments below. Copyright 2020 according to football
techniques. Contact me: x x
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